Antennas with large gain are obtained here with one or few radiators. The main idea consists of inserting simple radiating elements, as patches, inside a Fabry-Perot Cavity (FPC) resonator. This consists of a ground plane covered by a partially reflecting surface (PRS). We provide here some simple rules for the design of such systems, paying attention to a) the required bandwidth and gain, and b) the equivalent model of the periodic surface that forms the PRS, with the goal of designing large antenna gain by using arrays with thinned number of elements. In the present investigation we obtain 19 dB gain with a 2x2 array with a bandwidth of 3.6%.
INTRODUCTION
The Fabry-Perot Cavity (FPC) antenna consists of a source between two parallel plates, i.e., a totally reflecting ground and a partially reflecting surface (PRS) which acts as a radiating aperture. A first prototype was made by Von Trentini with a PRS surface [1] in 1956. Then, all the pioneering studies carried out in the 80' and early 90', [2] - [4] , used a PRS formed by alternating high-density and low-density quarter wavelength dielectric layers. More recently Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) or more complicated metasurfaces (i.e., printed or etched periodic metallic structures) are employed to achieve more compact, low profile and low cost PRS [5] . A resonance in the FPC occurs when the distance between ground plane and PRS (the cavity height) is approximately half wavelength; such condition results in a noticeable enhancement of the directivity of the source. The directivity enhancement can be described in terms of the excitation of a leaky wave, which is based on the excitation by a single radiator of a leaky wave along the antenna geometry. When the slowly attenuating leaky wave has also a small propagation constant the antenna radiates a narrow beam at broadside [3] , [4] , [6] - [8] and a trade-off exists between the gain enhancement and the operating bandwidth. Besides PRS surfaces made by a FSS over a cavity, studies on Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures led to the idea that a resonant defects in an EBG material could be used to produce high directivity outside the crystal [9] - [15] . In practice, in these studies the reflective superstrate was replaced by a single or multiple layers of EBG material, still over a resonating cavity. Since in the FPC arrangement, the directivity enhancement is obtain to the detriment of gain bandwidth, the design of sparse arrays inside the FPC is proposed to achieve high directivity still preserving the needed operating bandwidth. The thinning of the array results in a simpler structure with fewer elements, a simpler feeding network and a lower coupling between elements. Furthermore, the empty space available between sparse elements can be utilized to accommodate active RF circuitry or to interleave two different antennas, as in a dual feed arrangement or for dual polarization [16] . In this paper, a design procedure for the optimization of the patch antenna inside the FPC is presented. In particular the patch design and the FPC size optimization will be presented by resorting to an approximate model of the PRS consisting in a high permittivity thin superstrate layer, that allows the use of commercial planar antenna simulation and design tools, such as Ansoft Designer. Note than in this case the layer is not a quarter-wavelength thick, as usual for these kind of FPC antennas. In a second step the PRS is designed resorting to well assessed FSS design criterions and software tools, which assume an infinite periodic structure and provide the same reflection and transmission characteristics of the thin homogeneous dense layer. By using an appropriate aperture size estimation rule, the actual truncated (periodic) PRS is finally inserted into the full wave model. Since this last step requires a considerable numerical effort, the previous intermediate steps are very important to speed up the design process by providing a nearly optimized antenna structure which only needs a fine refinement. The same approach can be used to provide guidelines for the design of thinned arrays of patches under a FSS. Here the numerical effort of the entire array antenna is challenging and the possibility of developing the design with the intermediate simpler steps becomes crucial. A design example will be presented showing a FPC antenna made by a thinned array of patches. In summary, the suggested design outline comprises the design of the FPC (determination of allowed gain enhancement for a given bandwidth, cavity height tuning, synthesis of the PRS with FSS technology) and the design of the 2x2 array of patches, whose design is accelerated resorting to an effective homogenized single dielectric layer for the PRS. The full wave simulation with the PRS and the 2x2 array is then performed with the geometry suggested by the approximate model.
FPC GREEN'S FUNCTION
Before using any full wave simulation, a preliminary analysis of the FPC antenna is conducted resorting to the Green's function of the structure. As a first approximation the FPC is modeled as an infinite (in the transverse x,y-plane) structure stratified in the z direction. The PRS is effectively modeled as a concentrated subsceptance (positive or negative for capacitive or inductive screens). Such a model is well assessed and is found to be very accurate at low frequencies, i.e. when the FSS periodicity is small compared to the wavelength. The presence of the dielectric substrate over the ground plane supporting the patches inside the cavity has to be accounted to correctly predict the cavity resonances (see [16] ).
Fig. 1. (right) Dipole in the FPC and (left) associated ztransmission line for the Greens' function calculation.
The Green's function of this structure is calculated as a plane wave spectral integral involving modal voltage and current in the associated z-transmission line (see Fig.1 ), which are explicitly calculated using standard network analysis and ABCD transmission matrices. Important parameters as radiated power, far field radiation pattern are thus simply calculated from the Green's function knowledge, thus allowing a semianalytic characterization of the FPC. Hence, on the basis of this simple model some antenna features are explicitly calculated. We analyze here the gain enhancement, defined as the ratio between the broadside gain of the dipole source with and without the covering PRS, as it would be a characteristic of the structure regardless of the specific source is inserted inside the cavity, at least for broadside wide-beam sources like patches or slots. Therefore a parametric analysis of the gain enhancement was conducted, varying the effective subsceptance B of the FSS, the cavity height d and the frequency f. We present here the case of a source over a substrate with 2. at the operating frequency f 0 =14GHz. It is noticed that for each B an optimum height exists that maximizes the gain enhancement. This establishes a design criterion for the cavity height d [6] . In Fig. 3 the maximum gain enhancement for optimally sized FPC is plotted vs. the FSS effective subsceptance B (normalized with respect to free-space impedance 0 Z ), revealing that the gain enhancement can be arbitrarily increased by increasing B, i.e., the PRS reflectivity, as already noticed in [3] , [4] , [6] - [8] in the case without the inner substrate.
Fig. 2. FPC gain enhancement vs. cavity height d, for varying FSS subsceptance B at fixed operating frequency f = f 0 . For each B, an optimum height exists
which maximizes the gain enhancement at f 0 .
Fig. 3. FPC gain enhancement vs. PRS (FSS) effective subsceptance B, at f 0 for optimal dimensioned cavities. The gain enhancement increases with B.
Then, a frequency analysis is performed. The frequency dependence is mainly given by the length of the ztransmission line sections. We have observed numerically that the FSS subsceptance frequency
does not significantly affect the curves, especially for large B and gain enhancement. In Fig. 4 , the optimally sized FPC gain enhancement is plotted vs. frequency, for various B. It is seen how the optimum cavity size criterion allows to chose d for tuning the cavity resonance to the operating frequency. It is also noted that increasing B, the gain enhancement is increased to the detriment of the bandwidth. Such a feature is highlighted in Fig. 5 , where the maximum gain enhancement is plotted vs. the resulting 3dB bandwidth. Such behavior was already discussed in [4] , [6] - [8] , for the case without the inner dielectric substrate.
FPC DESIGN
Based on the above FPC parametric analysis, we can define the following FPC design outline: 1) the needed 3dB gain bandwidth (determined by the required operating bandwidth) dictates the maximum obtainable gain enhancement which still preserves such a bandwidth (Fig. 5). 2) The chosen gain enhancement is obtained by choosing the corresponding FSS effective subsceptance B (Fig. 3 ) and the respective optimum height d. 3) From the value of the effective subsceptance B the FSS geometry is determined using standard FSS design procedures. In our case the desired bandwidth of permits a gain enhancement for the single patch of 7.2dB, it is the same value obtained in [16] , which in turns requires the subsceptance 0.005 B = mho. In case the required bandwidth does not allow the required gain, further gain is achieved by using the thinned array, made of a few elements. The distance of the elements need to be determined based on the gain, i.e., larger gain allows larger inter-element distances.
Fig. 1. FPC gain enhancement vs. 3dB gain bandwidth
for an operating frequency of 14 GHz.
ANTENNA DESIGN
The design of the antenna to be inserted inside the FPC can be efficiently conducted using standard patch design tools (in our case Ansoft Designer), assuming an effective homogenized layer representative of the FSS. We assume the PRS made by a dielectric layer with . Such a layer inserts a shunt B subsceptance in the z-transmission line (Fig. 1) corresponding to the FSS. The use of this effective layer allows to reduce the computational effort (number of unknowns) in the antenna model to the same as for the case without the PRS, because in a method of moment analysis the thin dielectric slab is accounted for by the layered Green's function. When the antenna design and optimization is complete, the full wave analysis of the entire structure (including the FSS) can be performed to check the behavior of the antenna also accounting for FSS truncation effects and for final tuning. When there are no space constraints, the PRS can be truncated when the leaky wave excited by the source is attenuated, as described in [16] . An approximation of the leaky wave attenuation constant can be obtained by simple formula provided by D. Jackson and co-authors (see [4] , [6] - [8] for example) as a function of the subsceptance B. In the following the design aims at obtaining a 19 dB gain with a 2x2 thinned array. The size of the cavity are first guessed with the criteria in the previous Sections. array is simulated with this simplified assumption. The data is then verified by using the heavier simulation with the 2x2 array under the actual periodic and truncated FSS as in Fig. 6-9 . The FSS is made by a layer of metallic crosses with length L=6.3mm and width w=1.7mm for each arm, arranged on a square lattice of period equal to 8 mm, and printed on a dielectric layer with thickness equal to 0.762mm and relative permittivity of 2.5. In this design the interelement distance is 1.6λ =34mm , where λ is the free space wavelength. As alredy shown in [16] and confirmed here for this new geometry, the mutual coupling between elements is negligible despite the elements are inside a resonant chamber, and operating at the resonant frequency, because of the larger-than-usual element distances. In Fig. 8 we show the gain of a single patch without FSS, under the FSS, and the gain of the 2x2 array under the FSS, versus frequency. The radiation pattern on the E and H plane is shown in Fig. 9 . Note that the beam aperture is the same in the two planes as expected for these high gain structures.
CONCLUSIONS
Simple rules for the design of a thinned array inside a Fabry-Perot Cavity (FPC) are given here. The cavity is designed according to the steps in Sec. 3. The full wave simulation takes advantage of the use of an effective thin, dense, dielectric layer that replaces the FSS in the design procedure, therefore not requiring the mesh of the actual FSS. Full wave simulation of the FSS is considered only in the final tuning. When the desired bandwidth is not compatible with the desired gain (Fig.  5 ) the use of these thinned arrays is suggested. Thinning of the array elements is possible because the large gain of each element when inserted in the FPC permits larger-than-usual interelement distances without the occurrence of grating lobes. 
